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Students select peers
for advisory committee

By SUSAN KIEL
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Results of the student election for two

student p o s i t i o n s o n the presidential

search advisory committee seated Chad

•

Student Senate ad dresses handicap issue. See
story page 2

Bandy and Blake Wood.

"I

feel exhilarated to have the support

of the student body."' W o o d said. "To

receive a mandate from the student body
is the highest complement

received."

I could have

STUDENT ELECTION
VOTING TOTALS

There were six candidates who ran for

the student positions. Elections Chair

Matt Greider said the first two highest

votes.

240

Blake Wood

214

Dave Kinsey

138

Ken Wetstein

vote-getters. Bandy and W o o d. were

elected to the committee, with Bandy

Chad Bandy

o��"--v�

in the Student election

The other candidates who ran for the

took 116 votes and Tart gained 56 votes.

The election results were announced

by Greider at Wednesday night's Student

Senate meeting.

Greider s a i d the e l e c t i o n s went

smoothly, adding t h a t there w e r e no

attempts of any student placing more

than one vote.

Polling places were located in the Manin

Luther King Jr. University Union walkway
and Coleman Hall's south stairwell.

However. there was some confusion at

the polls because some residents living in

56

* 543 students voted

elected to the alternate position.

Kinsey received 138 votes. Stover

:a:�-v

Stuart Tart

highest number with 160 votes. was

s p o t s i n c l u d e d . D a v e Kinsey. S t e v e

I.A.

�tA.'U.A.-�.L"I..''""'

Ken Wetstein. who received t h e third

Stover and Stuart Tart.

160

problem would be resolved in time for

the Student Government elections in

April, but said he would attempt to fix
the lists in rime.

A total of 543 students voted in the

election. which was more than Greider

predicted.

"We estimated a little Jess than 500

students would vote," he said.

Greider added that more ballots had to

be printed up through the course of the day
to accommodate the number of voters.

From the 543 votes, Greider said

27

were write-ins. He said the write-in can

didates were names of various fictional

Greek Court were listed as off-campus

characters.

on-campus, Greider said. This made i t

because of the number of voters w h o

housing, while others were listed a s

difficult t o Locate names o f v o ters who

ball player Bony Johnson proudly display tlze Mid-Continent Conference

live in Greek Court, he added.

plaque as he and teammate Dave Olsen step off the bus Wednesday at

Greider added he did n o t think the

The Panthers defeated rile University of lllinois-Chicago at the Cleveland
Center Tuesday to earn an automatic bid 10 the NCAA Tournament.

"I

thought the election was a success

turned out,"' Greider s a i d . "(It's good

because) there are at least 543 students at

Eastern who a r e not apathetic."

stment on Carpenter's book doesn't pan out

N. WEAVER

·

university agreed to

of English Professor

r's book. "Rages of

Life and Poetry of

verson," and all 90

book remain stored in

Manin Luther King Jr.

Union.

blication, the copies of

were to be sold in the
tore. according to a

by then -Union Direct
Clark that Tiie News

ugh the Presidem's

However, all but 30 copies of the

boo k are still piJed in storage in the
.
Union basement. Joan Gossett,
t
ai a

he accepted from Rives to publish
hisbook.
th

Carpenter now serves as chair of
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are m storage, while one case 1s sull
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t

eek the universi-

on display in the bookstore.

ty receives prestige any time faculty
members publish, and Carpenter's

Gossett said.

receive monetary help from the uni-

"We have n o t sold a one."

In 1986, President Stan Rives

and

then-Vice

President

for

Academic Affairs Edgar Schick
approved the purchase of

90 copies

work was "deemed worthwhile·· to

versity.

In the preface to "Rages of

Excess," Carpenter thanked Rives
and Schick for the fmancial help.

of Carpenter's book at a cost of$50

H e wrote, "I thank President

Carpenter requested help from the

Edgar Schick, both of Eastern

each - totaling $4,500 - after

university to publish the work.
which is his Ph.D. dissertation.

The issue of the money given to

Stanley Rives and Vice President

Illinois University, for making possible the publication of this study."

Although the books not sold by

Carpenter by the President's Office

the Union Bookstore were to be

among English faculty members.

Maxine Clayton, administrative

for the book has been re-ignited
one of whom said Carpenter's

recent criticism of the administra-

tion's money handling

is

"hy pocrit-

ical" in light of the monetary help

returned to the President's Office,
assistant to the president, said,

'They are not over here. The Union
has the books."

.,. Continued 011 page 2
.
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Book ri·ses from the dust
facu I ty question fun d i n g

By PENNY N. WEAVER

News editor

Although Faculty Senate Chair

------

David Carpenter says the help he

received from the university in

publishing his Ph.D. dissertation

should not be an issue, other

English department faculty continue to disagree.
The university agreed in 1986

to help fund the publishing of

Carpenter's book, "Rages of

Excess: The Life and Poetry of
Wtlliam Everson," after Carpenter
requested help directly from

President Stan Rives' office. In

light of Carpenter's recent criti-

cism of the administration's handling of money, the issue of the

'

$4,500 spent by Eastern to fund
hisbook has risen from the past
English

Professor

John

Simpson said it is not too late to

question the money given to fund
Carpenter'sbook.

"Regarding such issues,

I don't

think it's ever too late (to ask

questions)," Simpson said. "Since

it's a unique situation ... I think

that makes it all the more relevant.

"Given (Carpenter's public)

visibility ...

I think the campus has

a right to ask the questions and

have the right to receive answers,"
he added. ''There's no statute of

limitations on integrity."

English Professor Bruce Guern
sey said Monday Carpenter
• Continued on page 2
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The

Senate hears hanOicap access proposal

By SUSAN KIEL

Staff writer

Vice President o f Student Affairs Glenn
Williams spoke to the Srudent Senate at its regu
lar meeting Wednesday about recent campus
improvements for the handicapped.
Williams told the organization that a large
number of developments for the handicapped
have taken
on Eastern's campus, but there
many things left to be done.
added
that the university should not wait until the law
asks for the handicapped changes to be manda
tory.
"You should not be forced to do what you
ought to do," Williams said. "We will have to in
some way
ge our priorities to make all
buildings (on Eastern's campus) acceslsib e to the

place

are

Williams

rearran

handicapped."
After Williams spoke to the group he
answered questions from the senate members.
He also encouraged members to come to him
with any concerns regarding handicapped acces
sibility on campus.
"lf you
something that needs to be done,
tell me about it, because we will tal<e action,"

see

Williams said.
In other senate business, a bylaw change stat

ing a vacated senate seat may be filled up to
eight weeks in the semeste was passed. The orig
inal bylaw stated a vacated
could be fil
l ed
up to only five weeks in the semester.
"My idea to
such a bylaw change
after a senator resigned
five weeks (into the
semester) and the seat remained open," said sen
ate member Matt Giordano. "If my b y l a w

seat

make

came

after

Let Us Make Ye
Look Good!!

change had been i n effect that seat could have

LINCOLNWOC
PINETREE
APARTMENT

been filled right now."

The senate tabled a bill proposing Student
Senate to
a faculty excellence awards
committee for the student body to recognize out
standing faculty members with a framed certifi
cate.
"Many of the faculty here need a more posi
tive outlook about teaching at Eastern,"
Giordano said. "We felt this (committee) could
be a way to create a more positive
in the

organize

Across From Carman H1'

Studio 1.2 or 3 BedrOOfll

345-600(

attitude

faculty."

Also, the senate passed a resolution con
gratulating the Eastern 's men's basketball
team and urging the student body to support
the team in the NCAA basketball tourna
ment.

FROM PAGE ONE
Carpenter Books
•From page!

•Frompage J

Gossen said the Union will do

nothing with the books until notified by Rives.
"We'11 do with them whatever
(Rives) tells us to do with them,"
she said. "It's under his jurisdiction."
Rives, when asked if he has considered what to do with the copies
of Carpenter's book, said, ''No."
But when asked how the university could! gain prestige from helping fund the publication of the book

when no copies sold at the bookstore, Rives replied, "Thank you for
our conversation. Good-bye."
No copies of the book
on file
in Booth Library, according to a
computer search of the library files,
and the nearest library containing
c<:>pies of ·'Rages of Excess" is the
e ms
·L
sr_ _ __._________
__
ib_rar
___
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•
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seemed to be "biting the band that feeds him" by
accepting help from the administration to publish his
book and then, as Faculty Senate chair, being highly
critical of Rives.
But Car penter said, "Following Dr. Guernsey's
reasoning, I gather that those faculty members who
have received their tenure from t h e (Board o f
Governors) should not be critical of the BOG i f
there are problems.
"I regret that this has become an issue six years
after the fact," be added. "It should have been an
issue six years ago with the administration."
Guernsey a g r e e d the issue of Carpenter's
allowance should have been discussed first hand, but
be said it was kept quiet at the time.
"It should have been an issue immediately.That
it wasn't was (because) it was kept so secret ... by
general hush around the department," Guernsey
said.
"David Carpenter's book has not appeared anywhere (on campus) ... who even knew about it?" he
·
a_d
T hi_s _ is_ _ a_ s_1r_ an
1· s_se mina u o n o f kno wl_ _ e__
d
c1._'
se
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have been available for competition among faculty.
"lf there was ever a sum of money like that, then
it should have been had by refereed competition," he
said. "The fair thing to do is to compete - referee the
situation, referee the competition."
Rives said last week the university bought copies
of Carpenter's book because "this project was
deemed worthwhile" o f help from Eastern.
"We have a variety of support mechanisms for
faculty," he said T hursday. "We respond to what
requests we receive."
With the state the Illinois economy is in, no
money is available to assist faculty with research
and publishing. Jon Laible, dean of the College of
Liberal Ans and Sciences, said last week; contrary
to funds av·ailable in 1986 when Carpenter requested
help.
English Professor Carol Stevens, when asked to
comment on the subject, said, "I have no particular
opinion on this issue."
still questions about
But Guernsey said there
n:: that need answers.
the situan· o�

:;;;;
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THURSDAY
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edge' when the book doesn't show up anywhere."
Simpson said the funds given to Carpenter should
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und system
r Lantz Gym
ay be on hold

Retirement rumors
untrue, Williams says
By JAMIE RILEY

RRYSIDWELL

Administration editor

Gymnasium may be with
the
rtionment Board will not
ve allocating more than
toward a new system until
President for Business Affairs
Colben acknowledges their
.
a

3

March 12, 1992

Contrary to the rumors circu-

sound system. but

1a t in g . V i c e

university anytime soon. he said
Wednesday.

"I think it must be a giant

subterranean plot to whisper me

you may have heard, Lantz's

sound system blew up at
t basketball game," A B
Steve Macaluso said. ·Tve
a memo saying we can
R!po1ir the system again or go
mid buy a new one."
b currently using a rented
system at a cost of about
per event, Macaluso said.
new sound system will cost
$160.000. The cost of the
. "'hrch was proposed by
if approved. will be split
the �tudent activities. athlet
hou�ing deparunenu;.
ill cost a1 least $4.250 to
die current system, Macaluso
He added if the system is
it will be in worse condii1 wa� before the break-

out of the place." Williams said.

Rumors have been circulating

about Williams leaving since
President Stan Rives' announce

ment in late December that h e
would step down July 31

''I'll be here tomorrow and

the next day and the next day

Glenn Williams

and s o o n down the line," h e

said.

"Just

like

<former

President) Livinsgton C. Lord.

He left the office at 2 p.m. and
died at 4:30...
Although

some

people

The comedian "Spanky" keeps the crowd laughing

<111ri11� his pe1for
Jr Union

mance in the Rathskeller of the M artin Luther Kin�
Wednesday e1·ening as part ofhis "Men Are Sluts" tour

prohibit this as well," Brazell

Governors spokeswoman Michelle

the rumors. but said he is not
.
s u r p r i s e d.. l t h a p p e n s e v e r y

poliC) on mandator) retirement

/win

year when a federal law will

said.

Brazell said the board has no

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Staff photographer

members must retire at age 70.

·'However. this i s only until next

believe administrators have to

r e t i r e a t a g e 65. Board of

AB 1.3bled a motion

luded.

for

does not plan to retire from the

n.

Tues
allocate $52,500, which will
equally from the University
conccn reserve and the AB
toward the purchase of a
m on the condition that
of hanging sound speak-

Pre!.idcnt

Student Affairs Glenn Williams

for administrators. According to

Williams said h e has heard

spring. ever since I turned 65.

which was two years ago." h e

Brazell. there are federal laws

said.

for administrators.

to that effect and I've never said

against mandatory retirement
But the board d o e s have a

mandatory retirement polic) for
facult}, which states that faculty

"There is no documentation

anything abouc (retiring). " he
added.

les Together seeks input on progress from community
SUNDHEIM

'

Together. the county's newest eco1h organization. issued a call for
to evaluate its work thus far at its
business meeting Monday, said Jim
group·� executive director.
Tuesday
after two years work
expand present businesses and to
to the county, Coles Together
public opinion on its progress.
time to review the program with two
history under our belts," Jay said.
1lke a look at the program and tty to
die public wants."
Together was founded by the cities
leston, Mattoon, Oakland and
nearly three years ago to encourage
development within the county. It
die county's enterprise zone, a por
estate stretching from Oakland
IUough Ashmore, Mattoon and
along Illinois Route 16.
Together offers tax breaks and other
s to non-retail businesses that
"locale within the
said he is in the very preliminary
hiring a consultant to help empha
he calls ''the public element" in the
work. In the next few weeks, Jay said
ll meet with several potential con
bul added that it is too early in the
to say how much the consultant
·

·

someone:.

that

area.

R./MS.
EIU

Body building
ampionship
rleston High
I auditorium

, March 13, 7 P.M .
. 00 admission

Read
Daily Eastern
News

'

It's time to review the program with two years of history
under our belts... We'll take a look at the program and try
to see what the public wants.

''

might cost.
In the coming months, Jay said he would
like to
the group reduce its dependency
on local gov
ts.
Coles Together is funded by a combination
of 266 private contributors and support from
the four Coles County cities, Jay said.
Charleston. Mattoon, Oakland and Ashmore
together give the foundation $154, 100 of its
total annual operating budget of $325,000.
Eastern is among those contributors who
give about $25.000 each year to Coles
Together.
In its two years of existence, Jay said his
group has brought a total of about $87.5 mil
lion in capital investment to Coles County
spread among 30 projects. He said most of
that figure comes from expansion a n d
"retooling" o f current businesses rather than

see ernmen

luring new corporations to the area.

cfun Jay
Group's executive director

However, he said expansion of established
businesses has always been one o f Coles
Together's first objectives.
"It was part of the original thrust," Jay
said. "We recognize that their contributions
(those of existing busi
) are very impor
tant"
Businesses that Coles Together has helped
bring to the
include Manoon's Precision
Manufacturing, National Components Inc. of
Manoon and Advance Building Systems, 750
S. State St, Jay said.
He claimed that 576 new jobs have been
created by Coles Together's work since its
founding and said he thought the 400 jobs set
to accompany Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center's expansion are partially a result of
the economic climate made more hospitable
by Coles Together's worl<.
Jay said the Coles Together board govern-

TED'S
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OLD STYLE
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DRAFTS
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25¢
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area

nesses

ing the enterprise zone recently amended its
criteria for entering Lhe zone.
Coles Together breaks its member�hip
businesses into two categories: manufactur
ing firms and regional or national offices of
larger corporaLions.
Currently. manufacturing businesses must
prove the creation of five new jobs within
their first year and meet minimum standards
of $100.000 real estate and $250.000 capital
investment Regional or national outlets must
create 15 new jobs and meet much higher
investment requirements of $1 million and $3
million.
When asked if the lack of a direct air link
between Coles County Memorial and
Chicago's O'Hare International Airports
affected businesses settling in the area, as
contended by Ken Hadwiger, a member of
the Coles County Airport Authority, Jay said
he agrees with that assessment.
"It (the lack of direct O'Hare routes) has
been a big disappointment," Jay said. "It's
been a requirement of some businesses that
we couldn't meet."
However. Jay added be i s increasingly
optimistic that Midway Airport will continue
to expand and perhaps rerum to Coles County
a link to major international carriers.
The area lost direct service to O'Hare in
1990 when American Eagle, a commuter air
line subsidiary of American Airlines, discon
tinued service to Coles County and took with
it residents' only gate space at O'Hare.

Q.e.·s
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NO COVER
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Can a religious group be harmf
Most students are able to

As campus ministers this Is a

easily the distinctions betw

question that we would like to

OPINION

answer with a resounding "NO!"

become more vulnerable

you are lonely, homesick, h
you are grieving over a pe

to Integrate the intellectual, physi
cal, psychological and spiritual
components of our lives. Religious

relationship; y o u are havl

organizations or churches are
Important catalysts In fostering

tough time socially; or you

the

However, there Is a difference
between healthy religious groups
and high-pressure groups.

Editorials represent the opinion

are

trouble academically and

dialogue between these elements.

page

you

above groups. However,

We are Hrm believers of the need

I n g stressed or embarr

lloy

Lanham

Healthy religious groups will ------•
tell you a lot about themselves, who they are, what
they stand for, and what they expect from you. An

These feelings

lloUle
Meyer

can

be con

put Into proper focus and
come. They are, however,

fortable if left unattended,

they are a dear Invitation to high-pressure recrul
This kind of group becomes harmful

because

of the editorial board. Columns

open and responsible group will offer an easy entrance

Isolate your from family, friends, and other

are the opinion of the author.

and more importantly an easy exit to their group.

They ask you to give up contr9l of your life,

Within the healthy group one Hnds an appreciation of

,
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Commencemerit
site not what
the grads want

The President's Council has decided that
spring commencement ceremonies will be
held in Lantz: Gym this May. In the past,

weather permitting, s p ring graduates
could look forward to receiving their diplo
mas in front of Booth Library out in the sun

and shade.
No more.
Due to the added c.ost of setting up both
Lantz and the quad for graduation - which
was done when the spring ceremonies
were held outside, as Lantz was set up in
case bad weather sud
•
denly
developed
£
President Stan Rives and

rdjt

onaI

the six other members o f the c o u n c i l
decided that May's ceremonies will now
be in Lantz, come rain or shine.
Nice of them to ask potential graduates
about it.
Those of us who plan to graduate in May
can now look forward to our potentially
last day at this university in a hot, over
crowded, drab (but air conditioned!) gym
instead of on the quad, beneath trees and
blue skies. Hmmm ... sounds reminiscent
of Coleman Hall.

diversity, an openness to criticism and doubt, and affir

and decisions. They Hll you with guilt and shame.

may promote crises with your school, your car

mation of other religious traditions. Healthy groups

your love- Ufe. They frighten you to the point

encourage the Individual's comfort and growth and

stop making decisions and asking questions

support the college experience.

self.

How

can

you Identify high-pressure groups? Read

the following statements and If you

can

answer yes to

any three of these statements, you should seriously
reconsider your involvement.
•

The group seems perfect. Everyone

lows all orders cheerfully.

agrees and fol

·The group dalrns to have "all the answers" to your
problems.

You are asked to recruit new members soon after
joining.
•

•

a

You begin to feel guilty and ashamed, unworthy as

person.

that
for

What Is your response? There are some healthy
that you

can take. Get the opinion of someone you

who is not In the group, such as a friend,

co
A

professor, parent, campus minister, or dergy.
about this group from your church. Don't be

ask questions!
stand.

Be skeptical. DOn't be afraid to

Learn to say

no. Take a look at yourself;

vulnerable? If you go to a meeting to check

It

aware you may not get a dear picture at the flrst
ing.

If you have a friend who you think Is involved

destructive religious group, DO NOT GIVE

The group encourages you to put their meetings
and activities before all other commitments. lndudlng

Remember the Individual Is someone with whom
have shared part of your life. The influences of

.studying.

and friendship can never be permanently ellml

•

•

The group speaks In a derogatory way about your

past religious affiliation.

Your parents and friends are defined as unable to
understand and help you with religious matters.
•

•

Doubts and questions a r e seen as signs of

you

any technique.

As alienated and distant as your

becomes, he or she will need the support of frle
family if and when the decision to leave
because he or she will have cut all ties In
Involved with this group. Anally, you should

su

seek

weak/falling faith. You are shunned If you persist In

and support. Do not feel alone. The members

these doubts.
Leadership of the group Is mostly male, and males
In general are believed to have different rights and abil

with you or any organization.
contact one of us.

•

ities
•

than females.

You are Invited on a retreat with the group, but

they can't give you

an

oveivle w of the

purpose,

or activities before you go.

From the Pen

theme

Association of Campus Mlnlnsters are willing to

Please do not h

BDy Lanham is president and Rollie Meyer Is
president of the Association of Campus Minis
are guest columnists forThe Daily Eastern News.

Rich Bird/Mike Cham

•••

<::>R.
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Is it surprising, then, that many potential
May graduates are quite upset about this
change?
Granted, Eastern is feeling its share of
the poor national economy and the recent
state budget cuts. It is clear that sacrifices
must be made to make room for these
slashes. But would it not be more appro
priate to cut more monetary "fat" from the
"hog" of the administration before sending
our graduating students away from Lantz
Gym rather than from the Library Quad?
At the least, we believe the President's
Council should have sought the input of
potential graduates before finalizing this
change to have spring graduation cere
monies in Lantz Gym and not outdoors.
This seems to be another example of
how, in an institution formed just for them,
students have little or nothing to say about
the decisions affecting them.

Your turn

•••

Is O'Brien a
sports lover
or hater?

Sandberg is a hero any young
ster can look up to. His on-fleld
performance of numerous error
less streaks and a career .295
batting average goes t o show
that you don't need to get dirty

Dear editor,
Let's see Caldwell, Spoo, WEIU
sports

staff,

Samuels

and

Eastern's cheerleadlng squad well, better attack the pros now.
Don O'Brien must love hate mall
otherwise he would think before
he would type.

I

looked past the others, even

the WEIU one, but now he hits
home. Ryne Dee Sandberg, num
ber 23, n i n e t i m e Gold G l o v e
winner a t 2 n d base, eight t i m e
All-Star player,

1984 MVP. lead
99 5

ing the major leagues with a

I'd rather have it outside.
Todd Gates,
seniorfinance major

.

f i e l d i n g percentage, has been
underpaid for years.
He has proven hlmself worthy

of every cent of the $6.2 million.
Granted, since he can't find any
thing good t o say about his
favorite team the Cards - excuse
me while

I

long on a c t i o n and sub

being taken toward Ryno.

hurl - cheap shots are

to be good.
As for Cubs fans paying more

Along with the work in
lngton, he always finds
attend to the needs of t
vldual. After being rob
stranded I n Mexico for
weeks, Bruce was able

to

the Mexican authorities

my safe return. He also t

1.5 million

out of his busy schedule

And by the way, since he's mak

pallbearer at his longtime

for tickets, they draw

fans even If they are In last place.
ing so much maybe he could buy
a pantyhose company? (for his
wife; of course).
Would O'Brien write a column
I f Michael Jordan made t h a t
much? - NOT!

Kelly

R.

Doyle

Bruce is the
right choice
for Congress
Dear editor:

Of the people, by the people,
for the people. Terry Bruce works
for the people. Bruce's resume is

funeral.
He aided a farmer In
l l l l n o l s by speeding

up

w o r k e n a b l i n g exporta
livestock.

he
constl

During Desert Storm.
the

way

of

his

because he had time to h

w i t h l e t t e r s a n d phon
made to his office.
The point is that Teny
represents the people of

trict and not himself In W
ton. The Nineteenth

Co

ional District needs him.

Stephanie Weber·

Thursday, March t 2, t 992

Motivating speaker
to focus on career

ouncil looks
t provisions
r admission

By TAMALA GANT
and KIMBERLY HERMANSON
Staff writers

Council on Academic
will continue its dis
ion of the provisional
issions policy at its 2
meeting Thursday.
c council has been
wing the provisional
ions policy for several
The policy aJlows stu
who are deficient in
In high school subject
required for university
ssion as long as they
a certain number of
s in the deficient area

Encouragement and determi
nation for women will be the
focus of a lecture presented
Thursday by the University
Board's human potential com
mittee as part of Women's
History and Awareness Month.
Susan Taylor, editor in chief
of Essence magazine, the pre
mier lifestyle magazine for
black women, will speak at 8
p.m. Thursday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Taylor will speak on "being
all you can be." The cost of the
event will be $1 for students and
$3 for the general public.
"She (Taylor) inspires listen
ers to have determination and to
have the desire to promote posi
tive images and take pride in
one's accomplishments." said
Elecia Dexter, UB human poten
fi.al coordinator.
"(The UB) chose Susan Taylor

·

1ncil on Academic
Chair Ken Sutton said
ncil wants to change
licy to reflect impletion of the integrated
curriculum. Sutton said
ly the integrated core
culum will have an
t on the provisional
'ons policy, so the pol
Id reflect the changes
council will also discuss
1 regarding the presi
search process.
eral weeks ago. the

By CASSIE SIMPSON

Activities editor

ffas

told by Chancellor
Board of Governors
LayzelJ that the cam-

GD

is serving on the
as a representative
College of Education.
on the agenda for the
on Academic Affairs
sed revision in the

nce

345-2466

based on her success as an indi

vidual and as a prominent black
business woman," said Ceci
Brinker, assistant director of stu
dent activities. "The committee
thought since this is Women's
History Month, she would be a
very positive person to present a
very motivational speech."
Taylor, besides being editor in
chief of Essence, is also vice
president of Essence Communi
cations Inc., and a member of
the National Association of
Black Journalists, Dexter said.
Before becoming editor o f
Essence magazine, Taylor was a
cosmetologist.
She is also a member of the
Society of Professional Journal
ists, American Society of Maga
zine Editors and Women in
Communications.
"We hope both men and
women (attend Taylor's lecture),
because women need to under
stand the issues about them, and
men need to know about women
to better understand women,"
Dexter said.

We
Deliver
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

Real Deal Meals
1) 2 Dogs, 2 Fries
2) Cheesey Beef, Fries
& 20 oz. Drink
& 20 oz. Drink

$3�

3) Cheeseburger, Fries
& 20 oz. Drink

$2�

$3ii

4) Chicken Sandwich
Fries & 20 oz.Drink

( Mon - Thurs, Sat. )

$ 2�

Wildlife chapter to meet

core.

e direct representation
ldvisory committee for
h for the new presi-

5

Eastern's zoology and botany
depanrnents will sponsor the annu
al Illino1s chapter of the Wildlife
Society meeting Thursday and
Friday.
Kipp Kruse, coordinator of the
meeting, said the theme for the
meeting is "Computer Application
in Wildlife Mallagement."
Kruse said Friday morning will
be designated for computer demon
strations of wildlife management

�

.

programs.

"These are annual meetings to
try and get people together to
discuss common themes and
new concepts in the fields,"
Kruse said.
Leigh Fredrickson from the
University of Missouri will be the
keynote speaker.

"He just received the highest
award given by the National
Wildlife Society,'· Kruse said.
..He recently received the Profess
ional Award of Merit."
Kruse also said there will be
speakers from Eastern 's zoology
and botany departments. a speak
er from Southern lllinois
University and a speaker from the
Illinois Department of Conserv
ation.
"Lynn Padovan is an environ
mental lobbyist who will also
speak.JI Kruse said.
The meeting begins at 1 p.m.
Thl.D"Sday in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.Univer
sity Union and ends at S p.m.
Friday's meeting begins at 8:30
am. in the University Ballroom of
the Union and ends at noon.
Students and faculty are wel
come to attend, Kruse said.

Cherry Life Saver ... .....$1.75 Tequilla Sunrise .. ...$1.75
Beach Party Birthday Cake .... $2.10

Stoli & Mixer .. . . ...$1.90

Bud Light & other premium Drafts

••L---...

ER COMBO
PLATER
Domino's Pizza
TCBY
McHughs
Z's Hair Design
Panther Beach
The Video Shop
Kankakee Dist.

Burrito
Beef Tacos

S&R Dist.

.�

--20oz. $1.25 or 16oz. $1.10
Chicago Draft 20oz. $1.05

Quality Prizes given away every
15 minutes 9:00 to f:OO
from area Sponsors.
Stix appreciates your support!

Blimpies
Pizza Hut
Fit Fo'r Life
Talk of the Town
Gateway Liquor
Cellular One
Hamburg Dist.

Subway
Burrito Heaven
Joeys Place

Monicals Pizza
Taco Bell
European Tan Spa

Dale Bayles
Ronchetti Dist.
Central Wholesale

Video Mania

Son Light Gym

Body Shop

J&J Dist.
E&F Dist.

Stix Party Coordinated by, JKJ Promotions
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BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$ 1 6.95 WRAPPED
$ I 9.95 VASED
cash-n-carry
345-39 1 9

Sat

Live from
Chicago
D.J.'s Gorgie Porgie

25¢ Drafts
$1Ql2 Longnecks
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$2ill2 Jumbo

Bad Boy Ray
also
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Margaritas, Pina
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PERFUNCTORY
THIS BAND

"Sorry No Quotation today,
Stu's having dinner with his Mom"
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�
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The Luck of the Irish will choose your
artwork from the following below!

•

"THE LOVE STORY OF THE YEAR.
Eastern fflinois University Theatre

Another Oscar-calibre performance from Julia Roberts in
her best role yet...As memorable as 'Terms of Endearmen�."
-NC...WWOl.·TV/N.wY<d

Presents

"Julia Roberts goes beyond 'Pretty Woman'·
The best performance of lier career."

·lcbltooly,SATEUmNEWSNElWOIX

·

"Remember the name: Campbell Scott.
ff you don t hear it on
Oscar night, assume the
Academy Awards are fixed."
C...MIJdoiil,....IBDD
·

·

-
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es his way down the ramp of the Student Services Building. Handfcapp access on campus is really lacking especially in building such as
dent Services, Blair Hall and there Is comple tely no accesslbtlily fn McAfee.
.

cessibility is a tnajor probletn for disabled at Eastern
PHOTOS AND STORY BY JUUETIE MURAWSKI

most students getting around campus is very sim
just get up out of their bed and run to dass,
that they will be on time to that early morning
U.S. Army paratrooper Paul ZeU doesn't
quite so easy. Paul has been confined to a
· since last June when he was in a car accident

hiSback.

who do not know this energetic 23-year
may appear to be somewhat different from those
can walk, but just ask him if he thinks there is
ce and he will quickly answer no.
b example the fact that he is a freshman indus
major and is a member of Tau Kappa
emity; he does this with all of his academic
· and even manages to sing in a band.
former career in construction was rut short after
. but when he earns a degree in industrial
he plans to resume work in the construction

is something that is new to Zell because he
m

Army directly after graduating from high

1986. �1 a1K>ided college because I was a bad

high school; I never thought that I would ever
toward a degree, but I am . Life is unpre
that way," Zell said.
in the Army and jumping out of planes is defi.
I miss very much, but being n
i college is
bland I am enjoying school," Zell said.
to and from classes is something that can be a
for Zell. Since Eastern's campus does not
cater to disabled people, it forces the handi
to accept the limited facilities.
all the buildings here have elevators, while the
do have them are obscurely located. Most of
in these buildings are very stiff and not very
·

• Zell said.

was accepted to Southern Illinois University in
. as v..rell as SIU-Edwardsvile,
l both of which
accessible for the disabled. "I came here

look into what can be done to improvi!JJ the
'
campusfor us, there is a lot more that can be done. ..

I think that the administration needs to

Paul Zell
==
==

==
==

..

• ·
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Bring in your
School l.D. and
Receive a 10%
Discount

Waldhoff sponsored three resolutions last semester that
brought up the issue of inaccessibility n
i certain areas of
campus for F.astem·s handicapped population.
Student Senate has also taken administrative leaders
on wheelchair tours of campus, for which Zell said, is
an unrealistic scenario."
"No one can really understand what it is like to be
handicapped unless you are," Zell said.
If buildings on campus could be rated as far as their
accessibility goes, few would be recommended for the
handicapped. For example. Buzzard Building would
most certainly be only limited accessibility. because the
second floor is totally off m
il i ts. There is no elevator in
Buzzard and there are only limited areas with ramp
entrances. There are also no elevators in Blair Hall,
Student Services. and there is completely no accesis bility
to McAfee.
··All of my classes are in buildings with fairly accessible
elevators and doors. and f
i a class is on the second floor
without elevator acces,s the scheduling office will change
the classroom so that I can still attend the class." Zell
said.
If Zell needs help with his scheduling, which can be
rather difficult to do, he can ask the Handicapped
Representative at F.astem's Counseng
il
Center.
"

TON ITE AT

Mother's. . .

�r
owe.
,..
*Eastern Students*
Ac., RC

�
======
==-=
�
(

because I really liked the fact that it is a small campus
and people are really frienclly, I did not choose F.astern
for its accessibility."
Eastern· s campus does, however, have more and
more handicapped students enrolling each year. This
could be attributed to the fact that the campus itself is
quite small and this makes transportation more conve
nient.
Handicapped students like ZeU are concerned with
the current status quo regarding handicapped facilities. "I
think that the administration needs to look n
i to what can
be done to improve the campus for us, there is a lot
more that can be done." Zell said.
··1 don't know why there isn't better attention given to
the sidewalks on and around campus, these are danger
ous in a lot of places and if you aren't watching out for
them you can get hurt, Zell explains.
Martha Jacks. Disabilities Office Coordinator said, "I
feel that although F.astem has some problems, \Ale are
moving in the right direction. Some 30-40 students have
requested assistance through this office this year alone.
and that is an encouraging figure."
The administration has been notified of this lack of
attention to the disabled students most recently by
F.astern 's Student Senate. Former student senator Jeff

E 1818 BUC�S
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office by noon one business day before the date of the ev
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline tor Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline
NOT be
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that 1s 11leg1ble
confftcllng intormabon will not be run

•• On e of the Four

49 Ranks for Butz
and Holliman?
51 "Tell - the

S 0 N 0 H d 0 l 0 1:1 \f

....,_
___;_
_
_
_..

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any event Ali Chps should be submitted to The Darly E

fl's reign

a ,

robes

I

M One of Orion's
pets
&a Actor

companion
'3 ·c;a -. c;a

24 Sigma's sound
26 Fur for royal

CE

65 Year 1n Ala11c

39--Jima

P

IN

&O Morse's T
6t Plateau

36Emulate
Whistler

baseball
2.2 u ll
23 Fr holy women

WELCOME

HISPANIC STUDENT UNION
All MEMBERS URGEDTO
ROTC
15:00

___

28Soapstone
30 The man with
the hod
3t Hoople or Dad
34 -- taineants

a

5:00
5:00

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

511

B rber 's -
Hound
tiendra"
tt The -- Edition
4' Loch for Stack?
(rock group)
441 Girasol
20More-
47 Skinn y the
(somewhat)
bandleader
21 Carty of

Students D Yes D No

______

RHA
4:20
RESIDENCE
YOUNG
6:00

__

tt Berlin's "What'll
40 Steinbeck's
--?"
travel
11 Hanna

Ad to read:

P.M.

348-8406.

345-8617.

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Dates to run

3119

E

COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION
7
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER
Newman Chapel.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA
&

•

348-7675.
.3113

1t

51

348-5032
3 17
..
-LA
=
:--:
-o'""'
u=-=
.,=
,..,
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s-:-:sE=
TH ST.
ON
H=""
9=R=-=
GE=2.,
- 1438 5BR FOR 6 GIRLS & 1436
4BR FOR 5 GIRLS. CALL B & K
RENTALS AT 345-6621 OR 3488349.
�51
--=
�
--2�
1BR
APT,
2 BLOCKS SO. OF
DOWNTOWN. ON 6TH ST.
CALL B & K RENTALS AT 3456621 OR 348-8349.
51
4BR HOUSE FOR 5 PEOPLE AT
60 MADISON. CALL B & K
RENTALS AT 345·6621 OR 3488349.
511
S_
_
R,EADY
.,..3=
s-,
,"T""
u"""'
o""
EN=
T_,
H,.
O_
U.._
SE_
FOR FALL '92 RENTAL. FULLY
FURNISHED. ALL APPLIANCES,
INCLUDING DISHWASHER
NEAR OLD MAIN ON 7TH
STREET. 4 TO 6 ST UDE NTS

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_,_

Intense

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME.
WESLEY FOUNDATION
6:30

36
415

Needed' 2 female roommates for
1992·93 to share Brittany Ridge
Townhouse. $155 per month. Call
345·7379.

t

p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room. Ben Hoer will be
worship.
will have a Bible Study of Romn
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center
come!
will have a potluck I
p.m in Coleman 318. Come mingle with faculty.
will have Sacrament of
today from 3:30 - 4:30 p.m. at the
will have a meeting lontght at 6:00
Room 169. Guest speaker. All health majors minors are
encouraged to attend.
will have a meeting tonight at
p.m, in Weller Hal
p.m. followed by meeting at
p.m EVERYONE
HALLS
PEOPLE INTERESTED
SUC
SS will have
tonight al
p.m. in Coleman Hall. Room 219. YP NS is
people who want lo succeed in Ille. People who have high
dreams and goals.
This week
Finance with Peggy Robinson.
will have a Retreat ton1g!lt al
at lhl Newman Cenler
Alli
will have a Lab today at
at Lantz Freid
Course Uniform Is BDU"s.

3

3

ROOMMATIS

a Comprehend

2

Close to campus,
bedroom
house, 1 0
2nd; 2 bedroom
apartment
Harrison Call

217·446-5664
217-352·8037.
3118

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Address:

2
CaD345-6115.

Happily married. financially
secure couple wish to give a
wonderful and loving home to
an infant. Cal Marie and
Michael collect,
or our attorney

Eastern News

511

-------

CLIPS

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL will have their weekly meeting
6:00 p.m. in CH310 We will make definite plans for Am
and wnte on action
PHI GAMMA NU ACTIVES will have their weekly meeltl'lg
5:30 p.m in LH017 We have a speaker. so dress Is FOR
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet to

Ralls University Drive townhouses.
bedrooms
or
people.

_

ACROss�

CAMPUS

345-2231.

$165/mo. 345-3148

8017 .
ca3112,23,19.20.412.3,9.10

CLASSIFIED Ao FORM
Name:

913·917

of your baby's future, we may
be able to help. We are a pro
fessional couple unable to have
children We can provide your
baby with a stable and secure
future filled with love. Please
call us collect at 217/351-6174,
or our attorney at 2 1 71352-

__
__

2,3,4,

-5

-

Subleasor(s) needed for
room, unfurnished apt. Al
included. close to
immediately. 345·5049
4-6 p.m.

apartments, close to campus
Apartments for
and 6 stu·
dents. One person efficiency
available also. Call 345-7248.
3/19
__
__

1
.,
.,.,.. -..
.,. �
..
.,.- -.
�
..
:-:-- renting
Now
for fall-2 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor.
4th St.
511
Nice. close to campus furnished
houses for 1991-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1 '2
month lease.
evenings.

Call
(309)383-4689.

,

3 8

n46.

Needed: 1 female roommate for
summer 1992. Own room. Call

STAY HOME

348-1741

MER ANO FALL. PHONE 348-

3 yearns

and earn up to
$2001day Call recording 24 hours

525 . EOE.
511

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADOPTION:

3 BR HOUSE FOR 3
AT 1307 4TH ST. C
RENTALS AT 345-6621
8349.

HOUSE FOR 6 PEOPLE
1309 4TH ST. CALL B & K
RENTALS AT 345-6621 OR 3488349.
----1---�51
Leasing for Fall, 1992. Nice

'-...J

Family of
for another Infant or newborn to
love. Professional couple with a
strong marriage and large coun·
try home. Prefer open adoption.
Will share letters and pictures
with you to the extent that you
are comfortable. Let us help
you
Sue/Reed collect

_....

_

SBA

1 1APARTMENT RENTALS SUM
.

�
R_
E NT
-_
_f--"-

.___

$125.

fOR ll£NT

Female subleasor needed for
summer. One roommate. own
room. Call Debbie

----�----

·---

417

Aool'n ON

_

Call

want to
make $5•hour working evenings,
Give me a call at 348·
0

NEED CASH?? II you

LOST &. FOUND

1

8.000

545-4155

Riots/RIDERS
ROOMMATts
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

o�uy

O

FEMALE.

ADOl'TION

r
he

#IL14KEB.

0

DIRECTORY

Spong Sem.

$100.

(217)442·6662.

_

Female roomma1e needed for
Fall and
Rent
Furnished apt. 1n nice neighbor
hood.
alter 4.
/1

3112
"II you are pregnant and unsure

O

Is

Need extra income? Good with
people? Start a home bases busl·
ness for
work less than 1 0
hours a week and earn a residual
Income.

___JI l

Roo
ns
MMA_
_

_

LA Law

Orexell"s Class

Movie·Bbnd

Beverly Hills

Justice

90120

Star Trek: The

Myst.lryl

Being Served?

Movie

Simpsons

Next Generabon

Th1nysomethtng

Hire

handling

Molly Dodd

WKRP

C&Me<s
Diary
Beyond2000
GI

l)lPra1ne
Coast to Coast

Natural WOl1d

Arsenio Hall

Party Machine

Little House

Emperors

Combat

HS Spon Action

Fdm:
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Female subleasor needed for
summer '92. One bedroom fur
nished apartment. Great location.
Call 34S-61ao.
3/12
'"'H"=o""'u=-=s-=E'"'F=-o=-R=-::F=-:O""u..,.,R=--=o=-=R,..-::FI VE
PEOPLE. GREAT LOCATION.
345-2416.

-3117
-=-:
.,...
.,.... -:--

....,.,-:-Available
May or August, furnished apartment for two. Excel·
lent condition, some laundry and
garbage, AJC, no pets. 345-7286.
/20
.
,,_.3
.- ...,.
House for three to five girls, 3
bedrooms furnished, parking,
laundry, excellent location. No
pets. $600/mo. 345-7286.
____.3120
___
Summer subleasor needed. 3·5
people. Brittany Ridge. Very nice.
Please call 345-1494.
·/12
_,..3
=Summe
r s
u
b
leaso
r neededl Own
room ·McArthur Manor Apts. Only
$1 50.00 per month. Call Kathy
348-n92.

.
_3120
_
_ _
_
_
__
___
5-BR
House for_
5-6 people.
Washer/Dryer. 1701 10th St; 3·

3/13
:.ne
,a
t
:-:
·fr
e
-,
ak
,s
-:
,for
-com' furnished apartment
Available mid-May;

s58Hi294.

�---·3/13

BR House for 3-4 people. 1808
1 1th St.; 3·BR House for 3-4 peo
ple, full basement, washer/dryer.
223 Taylor; 3·BR House for 4-6
people, fu II basement, 1 ·car
garage, privacy fenced-In back·
yard. 1516 11th St. Call 345-2784
between 10 a.m. • 5 p.m.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ .3/16
_
2 1-BR Apts. furnished. 2 people
each. 1907 So. 10th St.; 3 1·BR
Apts for 1 person each. 1218
Monroe. Heat, water and trash
included; 1 ·BR Apt. furnished,
water and trash paid &
washer/dryer Included. 714 9lh
St. Get 2 months free. Call 3452784 between 1 o am. - 5 p.m.
-'3116
Nice apartments near campus.
Call 345-4185. Groups from 1 lo
6 people.
311g
_
,.
_
4
"."
....,.
b
e
'"
d
" _
ro
om
._..,.
h
o.us
_
_ o
=
,..
ff--st.reel
e...,
parking. Gas, heat. Ideal for 4·6
singles. 345-4595 or 581-5901 .
....3
.; 116
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
3 bedroom house, 3 °' 4 men or
women. 1827 9th St and 1821
9th St. 4 bedroom house, 5 or 6
men or women. 144-0 10th St. 2
bedroom apartment, 2 people,
double bed on request. One bed·
room apartment fOf 1 or 2 people.
Small but neal and cozy. Budget
price. All 12 mo. lease. Call 348·
01 57 or 345-5148. Ron Lanman
__3/13
__
CLOSE TO CAMPUS • extra
large one bedroom apar1ments UTILITIES INCLUDED 1 1 112
mo. lease. $320/mo singhfs or
$1 80/mo. each for two. Behind
Pizza Hut. Call Eads Realty Charlotte or Jan. 345-21 13
___
5/1
__
Classifieds Sell! Need to Sell that
old car? Do ii In the Daily East
ern News Classifieds. Do it
todayl
----1---'31 2

of Order by Scott Rhine

HrMARE oN
LESS SNIT

__

'86 Pontiac 6000. Ex e working
cond. 46,000 miles. Good gas
mileage. $4400. 348-7875.
_
_
_5/1
_
_
_
_
_
_
IBM compatible computer, color
monitor, 640K 30meg hard dnve
2 floppy drives, mouse. 581-5530
$700.
---,511
�
-,o--,
=Tan carpet. Good condit
ion. 12 x
8. $45 obo. Call 581-8062. Ask
for Marc °' Allen.
511
""sT=E=R=E=-0,,,....,1.,...,N-G=-R==EA..,..,T=-=c...,o"'""N DlTION. INCLUDES: INTEGRATE[)
RECEIVER, CASSETIE DECK,
TURNTABLE. FOUR SPEAKERS
AND CABINET. $395. CALL 3488174 AFTER 5.00 P.M.
----� /1
--5
Muscle car 70 Monte Carlo.
$2000. Kenwood receiver 250
watts per channel. $200. 5815717.
___
5/1
__
For sale: '77 Caprice Classic. No
rust. $500. Call 348·8545 alter 5
p.m.

5
11
"'M,...,.A-=c-c"""L,....A'"'s""'s=-=1-=c-2,..,0...,0..,.0.,..,K""'H.,..,.AR D

DISK 40,000K. INCLUDES KEY·
BOARD, MOUSE, DISKPAD,
COVERS. SOFTWARE, 1·YR.
WARRANTY. 581-684a.
.,.-511
"."'"'"
_,.,
,..-�
.,,.�
AKC
Rothwelller puppies, 8
weeks, 3 females left. 2 black, 1
brown. $200 OBO. 348-1993.
5/1
-s
c'"'
=
=
,...,.
�
�
�
�
=
D : 89
U-=
E
IZ
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.=
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FB
l=
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Mercedes..$200; 86 VW..$50; 87
Mercedes.. $100; 65
Mus·
tang .. $50. Choose from thou·
sands starting $25. FREE 24
Hour Recording Reveals Details
801 ·379-2929
Copyright
#IL14KJC.
=::=,..,.
::-:
.,- -,- "."'"'"
--:
=-4116
:
FOR S
ALE: Kar
ate leg • Stretch·
Ing machine & "power stretcher".
Use seated and back-lying. $200
348-5189.
&1
�
-,.,....., -:.- =..
.,.
_,.
,-- te
.,
Scoo
r: Hond
a Eli
, 2 pert
e, 80cc
son, 1 1/2 years old, red, fun!
$1200. Call Melanie 348·0975.
.,..-51
- 1
,- --:---:--:
., ,..,
:
,.-=:�
Guit
ar,
Electric Gib
son, with modifications. $175 080. Pedals too
After 5:30 p.m. 5753.

-=��.1

Scoo
ter and motorcycle batteries
$7.95 and up. Free testing. Bat
tery Specialists 1 5 1 9 Madison
345-VOLT (8658)

- - -

511

"."::,...moped,
.,.-,-....,.
.- �
1980
good
condition.
$1501BO VCR with remote and
warranty. $1 60/BO. Call Dave
581-5801
S.1
IBM Compatible Computer 640K,
40 meg hard drive, oolor monitor.
mouse. printer, less than year
old. Must sell. $800 OBO. 581 •
2392.
-=
_,.
,..- :
5
11
20 Hi Fish Tank. Hood and light
Included. Many extras. Asking
$75 or BO. 581 -8059.
�·
511
-

Calvin

and

\•

I

Lost
:

.
.
:·

&. FOUND
;if ,

Lost: tan high·heel shoe In or
near Buzzard Bldg. Please return
to Eastern News.
_
_
_3/12
_
_
_
_
_
_
GLASSES FOUND • Prescription
glasses. Found In student lounge
In Lumkpin. Claim at 112 Lump
kin Hall.
=-=.,.,..,.,
=_,.
--:
-,- 31.12
,
-spot,
FOUND: all white, gray
short hair puppy with light blue
eyes. Call 348-5692 or 348-1 131.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_.3/13
FOUND: Lady's eye glasses
south of Lawson Hall. Call to
claim 345-6990 Christian Cam·
pus House.
___
.3/13
Gold bracelet lost In Bowling
Alley 317192.. Substantial reward H
returned, Sentimental value. Con
tact Byron B. 348·5598.
3/13
s=S
G�
L
�
o
""
""
T..,.
: -:-=LAD
""
IE
""
_
,,_
al
"""
.,...
l
et with
..
RA"."'"'"
Yw
D on outside Between 10th St.
and University Police Dept, 348·
0323.
-�
_
.,...
3
/1
.. 6
LOST: ( LAST WEEK) LARGE
GOLD CROSS WITH GREAT
SENTIMENTAL VALUEI VERY
IMPORTANT TO ME. REWARD
OFFERED. THANKS, LORI
MEYER 581-6833.
,...
..,... �
�
....
3116
..;
LOS
T: Brown wallet at Panthers
on 319 (Monday). 348-0266.
__

=-=- =-

-

-,..-

-3/16

-,- glasses
.,...,.,.. �
FOUND:
Prescription
w/maroon case in Academic
Computing Lab. Pickup at SSB
Rm. B-12.
3/16

I ANNOUNCEMENlS I
_______

No llm1t check cashing now at
Tokens with or w1thou1 a Tokens
card for all students. Open week·
ends to serve yoo better.
.,.,,.
. -=ca316, 1o,12, 1 6, 18
JOU 2
001 . JOU AND DEMOC
RACY is now social studies
course, not humanities Enroll for
it as social studies course.
3/19
____
Buy a sucker for your sweetie
from the ASA pledges this week
In Coleman Hall.
ca3:10,12
TE:-::D"O
"D..,.Y,...,B=E="'A""'R,.-:-BA..,..,L,.,.L�O NS C/O
GUMMIE BEARS ATTACHED
$7.99. UP, UP & AWAY BAL·
LOONERY, 1503 7TH ST. 345-

9462.

3
·112
___,
,...
___,.
...,.
Need a paper typed?
Need help
with research? Call anytime day
or night. Kyle 348-0429.
----_
_
_
....3
113
.;
_

STUDENT GOVERNMENT HAS
PLACED A SUGGESTION BOX
IN THE UNION WALKWAY. We
want your opinions and sugges
tions!
____3112
___
To the Men of Delta Chi: I am
honored to have been chosen as
your 1992-93 sweetheart. I'm
looking forward to a great year.
Love, Lori.
----1-�-----'3/ 2
Pink Panther Tryouts: Informational Meeting, March 1.1, 8:00
p.m., Coleman Auditorium.
_____3/17
Pork Chops and Penguins. This
weekend Is going to be great.
Chicago, party, TATIOOS. Can't
wait. Sweet Puss.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
.,...3
/
.. 12
Sarah, Laura, Lee and Rox: The
Dean should cancel classes mOfe
often. What a great dayl You
guys are great friends. Love,
Meghan. PS. I'm pub'ln you tool

...,.
... _
_
.,._ 3/12
_
Riemer, Chippy, Willis, Jim. Paul:
Thanks for being the HOTI men
of I Feha Thigh In the Anatomy of
Rush. Thanks, Meghan. PS. I'm
pub'ln youl
....,3/1 2
- .,,.-,..--.,,.
.,.... Commi
--,Sing
ttee meeting In
Gree
k.,,.
Casey Room at 8:00. Tonight!
____.3112
___
Lerch, Happy 21st llnallyl Be
ready. Love, Care & Kel.
�
=-"
-;:,..,
=c�
--- ·311 2
LESLIE FINKEL: Happy
-2 1 s t
b'day, roomlel Hope you get
absolutely trashed tonlghtl We
need to go bum looking. Thanks
for everything you've done for
me. You are the bestl Have a
great dayl (NO PICTURES!)
Love, Jen.
3112
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F
Thank you for the honor of being
your sweetheartll I am so proud
to be able to represent you guys.
I'm looking forward to getting to
know you all better this year.
Thanks for showing me a great
time in St. Louis! Love, Julie.
3/12
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T
TIME AT FORMAL, OR AT
LEAST THE PART I REMEM
BER. PS. DON'T DANCE ON
WET FLOORSI J.
3/12
TO THE MEN OF DE
LT
A SIGMA
PHI: SATURDAY WAS A BLAST
l'M HONORED T O BE YOUR
SWEETHEART AND l'M LOOK·
ING FORWARD TO A GREAT
YEAR. LOVE. JEN
----3
--��- 112
Congratulations KRISTEN GREGORY and TROY GIBBS for get·
ting lavatiered! You guys are the
bestl Love, Your 2nd floor bud
dies.
3112
BLUE MEANIES. BLUE MEA·
NIES. BLUE MEANIES. Saturday
night in the Dungeon Friends &
Co.
----.3
-�_ /12
_
_

Hobbes

I �I 'NAAT 10 GO TO
SC\.\OOL ! I �� �OCL !
1'0 AAWE'R. 00 ANYTHING
� GO TO 50-IOOL !
'

MUST sell round trip plane IJCket
from Chicago, O'Hare to Dallas,
Ft. Worth. March 20-22. $200 or
best offer. Call Jenny et 348·
1534.
3113
___
__

ALL Rho Chis please bring your

candy money tonight. Thanks!
Meghan.
,.---.,.
"."'"'"
...,.
-3
..- 112
L
ara
, I jus
t want you t
o kno
w that
I'm going to miss you, 6 months
Is a long time but It'll go by last.
I'm very proud of youl I love you,
Meghan. PS. I couldn't have
asked for a better sister. Love,

Meghan.

3112
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b
la
st
0 at
our MARDI GRAS BASHI Love,
the Men of Sigma Chi.
____3/12
___
Welcome HELLO DAVE, fOfmerly
Good Question. back to EIU Fri.
at Marty's. Be There.
3113
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- H
BIRTHDAYll GET READY FOR
SPRING BREAK - THE PARTY
STARTS NOWI WATCH OUT
PANAMA
CITY!
JONZEN·
FENONZEN-4-A·DOOGZENll
LOVE. THE DEADBEAT CLUB.
__
3112
___
GINA R. AND MICHELLE H., zu
zwel huBsche Darnen mil
Begierde fOr mannerl EGT.
____3/12
___
Rules and Games Committee
meeting In Oakland Rm. at 6 p.m.
1onlght.
____3112
___
Alpha Gamma Delta would like to
congratulate Jackie David fOf get·
ting pinned to Cary Cllne of
Sigma Chll We couldn'1 be happl·
er fOf youl
____3/12
___
Friends & Co. Music in the Middle
Room: Jim Pryor's Jazz Trio. Fri·
day at 9:30. 345-2380.
3/1 3
=
..,......,.
s
.,--:....,.
.,..
u
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.�
M
idd
· l
e
F
rlend
_
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sl
in
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Room: The Church Keys
Saturday at 9:30.

(blues).
3./13

_______
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The Daily
I Eastern News I
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L---ls now
accepting

VJSaand

Mastercard
for all your
advertising needs

by Bill Watterson
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TOU R NAMENT NOTE BOOK

By DON O'BRIEN
Sp
orts editor

armed take down of the Flames

game on Tuesday. Williams
Panther sophomore center and

Conference Tournament was a

wound up falling on his head.

treat for everyone involved

Not only did he fall head first

especially those fans of the

but his head bounced a couple

Eastern Panthers. Here is a pot
pourri of events and happenings
over the three-day span at the
Cleveland State Convocation
Center.
Sighted. Green Bay fans
were spotted wearing T-shirts
with the saying, "Oh. no. Dick
don't go!" with a Wisconsin
Badger logo crossed out. It
seems that the Phoenix faithful
are worTied that head coach
Dick Bennett may be leaving
s-0on for bigger and better
things.
Huh? The final boxscore of

the Eastern 75-65 w i n over
Wisconsin-Green Bay stated
that

Panther

forward

Rod

McKinnis played 29 seconds in
the

game.

Not

bad

for

McKinnis. who has been side1 i ned a l l year long w i t h an
injury and was in street clothes
for the comest.

If y o u b u i l d it, they w i l l

come? The championship game
of the Mid-Con tourney o n

Tuesday saw a little over 4,000

fans show up. That number
didn't even fill a third of the
cavernous

Cleveland

State

Convocation Center. On that
same note while I entered the
convocation center for the title
game. a scalper tried to sell me
a ticket. Obviously. they didn't
sell too many of those tickets.
We could onl� wish. While
talking to Mid-Continent Dir-

C 0 N

F

E R E N C E

of times on the floor before
stopping. He came out briefly,

ector of Publicity and Cham
pionships Tom Lessig about the
convocation center and how we
could get one at Eastern he told
me. "all that i t takes is a big

·open space and $50 million."
While the big open space is no
problem for us in Charleston,

getting the $50 m i l l i o n may
pose a bit of a problem .

Toughest thing t o watch.

On the road all alone. Not

)0 or so
Green Bay fans made he rrek to

tions after the Raiders fell to
Eastern in the opening round.
Best moment of the tourna
ment. Without a doubt is was
watching the final moments of
the Panthers victory in the ti1le
game

over

the

Flames

of

I l l i n ois-Chicago. To see the
players reach their dream with
some of the team dancing, oth
ers jumping around and still oth
ers crying rears of joy was a
sight to see.

Runner-up. Watching all of

the stunned looks on the Green
Bay

players

faces

as

they

walked off the court following

the Panthers 75-65 upset victory

of he front-runners in the semi
finJ.s.
�lost physical play of the

Now Leasing

their band. So what did they do

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS

for their semi-final game against
the Panthers? They enlisted the
Northern Illinois band for their
entertainment. On the other side

ing to answer the media's ques

Edwards fight back rears in try

The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus

Cleveland they remembered
their cheerleaders. but forgot

in for the Cleveland State-VIC

forward

&

SEARCH NO MORE

hardly. W h i l e the

B i II

Conference

Bottles (MGD

. . .

but returned later in the game.

of the ball. the Panthers had no
band and little fan support. That

Seeing Wright State junior All

<:/11.a rty's

MGD Lig
other bottles $1 .25
LUNCH SPECIALS DAIL
Steak -n- Cheese w/Fries $2.

$1

drove the lane against the

Mid-Continent

weekend's

T H U R S D A Y AT

K e n n y W i l l i a m s in the title

CLEVELAND - This past

Dally Eastern

was until people started to file
matchup. The Viking faithful
were

going

nuts

for Dave

Olson's long range bombs and
Barry Johnson work on the
boards.
Isn't it the convocation cen
ter and not the convention

ce n t er. The 100 or so Green
Bay

fans

that

stayed

for

•

(Across fro1n the Union on 7th)
1. 2 &

3

• Free Tra':>h &
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
•

•

St. James Place

Bedroom

0905

Furni'>hed Un its

S. 12th St l

• 1 & 2 Bedroom C
• fully Furnished
• A . C.
• :\e\\ ly Remodeled

Parking

:\licrm\a\C':>
Balconies

•

Laundry & Park·

i
348-1479 For appommen1
drop b) renta l office at ..., 15 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

CaU An)time
or

Tuesday's championship game
thought they were at the latter.
They campaigned all game long
in front of a national television
audience to try and get the
Phoenix an at-large bid to the
tournament.
They were chanting. "We are
Green Bay," and "Wisconsin
Green Bay in the NCAA." Too
bad the team had to watch all of
this from their living rooms.

tournament. Curtis Le1b's one

."'

r'R1

=

PANTHER
LOUNGE
-

A Better Value Starts
Witl1 a Better Pizza .

I
I
1
I

!

II

Little Kings

PIZZA

TO GO!

N<>W at Monlcal's, get a Med. (14j
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...
Just

$5.95

-Ta

$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza

Elect Carolyn
Brown Hodge

for State Represe ntative
1 06th District

Send a message to
Springfield
Bring middle-class
sensibility to state
government
Reduce state debt
Get a grip on the budget
Listen to the taxpayers
• Serve the public
•

Carolyn Brown Hodge

...

I
I
I
I

i

:

I
Good 1 o.y.rN•k wtth
c.ny-out thru .-iw2.
I
I
anct cte11very
I
I
Prnent this coupon '#Mn
I
pldllng up ord«.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Charleston
I
I
909 18th Street
I
I
348-7S15
I
I
I
I
· - - - - - - - · · · ·· · · · · · · · E • •

PITCHERS

Paid for by Citizens for

:

( MEDIUM (14•))

! SAUSAGE & CHEESE i

TONIGHT

Carolyn Borwn Hodge • Box 553
•Paris, IL 61944 . 465-3685

Special Spring Break Bus Service
to Chicago Suburbs

•

Southbound

-
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,_

.
.

,

..
-
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... . ....
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EIU Music Department

Pirates of Penzance
Friday, March 13, 1992

Saturday, March 14, 1992

7:30 p.m.
Leo J. Dvorak Concert Hall
Quincy V. Doudna Fine Arts Center
Student/Senior Adnussion

•

•

"'

General Adnussion
Ticket Information

$6.00

581-3010

$4.00

Thursday, March 1 2, 1 992

•
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y faculty members also showed up to show
n of the Panthers. President Stan Rives

cc President for Student Affairs Glenn

danced along with the Fast Break Band

lhecoun.
that there were proba
·

local establishments that
e (Tuesday) night." he

- -

.VISA
I

- -

He continued to say. "We were
the best team in Cleveland this
weekend. I think a great deal of
credit has to go our five seniors. It
was their perseverance, detennina
tion and gutty play that led us to
..
this conference championship.
The only Panther to speak to the
rowdy crowd was senior Rod
McKinnis. McKinnis, who bas sat
out a majority of the season with
an injury. has been the team's
inspirational figure during its utle
run.
He asked one question of 1he
Eastern faithful, "How does it feel
EIU!?" That question sent the
crowd n
i to another tizzy.
Samuels then stepped back to
the forefront for one final roar
from a crowd that he held in the
palm of his hand with his every
word. "You coach and dream
that one day you will make it to
the NCAA tournament, as a

,

-

PIRES 3/31/92
- -

-

. . . .. . · ·:.w
·-

TANEL - SAUCONY

•

REEBOK

30°/o
OFF

SHOES

DISCOUNT TABLE & RACK
MEN'S & WOMEN'S GREAT SELECTION
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

SWIMSUITS

20°/o OFF
Speedo

Citrus

\

'f

OP
Body Glove

JUST DOIT.0

NIKE SPRING 2001
0
APPAREL · off

•

(unless otherwise marked)

WOMEN'S

' ,,BATS
I

KIDS

•

GIMMIE
INT'L
APPAREL

Time: 8 p.m.
Place: Grand Ballroom
Admission $1 Students w/1 0
$3 General Admission

•

.

'€J.

n

SPRING & SUMMER
COORDINATES
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

25°/o off
25°/o off 25°/o off

BASEBALL/SOFl'BALL
EQUIPMENT

Easton

SSK

ZETT·PRO

•

GLOV..S
B
AL L "

r�ES

•

•

NO

��rs

WILSON

CO'ITON WORKOUf
SHORTS

RUSSELL

DON
ALLESON

.,,
1

I

DODGER

8PM - 1 0:00 PM
STOREWIDE_
NIKE

-

-

-

-

-

. 1111

-

-

Human Potential

-

-

-

-

-

-

�

I
I
I
I
SHADES EQ
I
IN 1 6 EXCITING COLORS !
--- ,
r---------------,
Equalizing
I REGULARLY $20.00 Now $1 5.00 I
Conditioning I
1
1
Color Gloss
w1TH THIS couPoN
I
I
I
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .J
- - - - - - - - - - _J

-

-

•

•

REEBOK

ALL DAY
Select

---

. =o

ADIDAS

SHOES

Sponsored by

HAVE THE WINTER BLAHS
LEFT YOUR HAIR DULL?
THEN GIVE IT A KNOCK OUT
CONDITIONING
COLOR GLOSS WITH

HOURS:
Mon. - Thurs
9-8
Fri. & Sat.
9-5

NIKE

Date: March 1 2

_ _ _ _
-

WALKING

ESSENCE Magazine

I
The Daily
I
tern News I
is now
I
accepting
I
Visa and
I
Mastercard I
for all
I
r advertising
I
needs
.J
-

Ollt lllOC:K l'!ORTH or OLD '1AI"

BASEBALL/
SOFTBALL
RUNNING

OCEAN PACIFIC
&

Editor-In-Chief of

IT!

51"'11 $Tlll.r:T I!'! OUlC TOI'� 5Q\IAAI:

A X-TRAINERS
s BASKETBALL

MEN'S

SUSAN TAYLOR

ARGE :

14 14

Panther Sport Shoppe
Dally 9-8 Sun 12·5

6PM - 8PM
STOREWIDE

UB Presents Lecturer:

I
I

-

player you dream of one day
playing in the NCAA tourna
ment. We have proved that
dreams do come true."
From there he held up a Panther
1992 NCAA tournament T-shirt
and the fan�. as they did while
waiting for the team to arrive at
Lantz, started to chant, "We want
Duke! We want Duke!" Duke,
which is the top-ranked team in the
nation, is a possible opponent for
the Panthers in the opening round.
Outside of all the emotion stirred
by Samuels and McKinnis, some
area dignitaries also gave the
Panthers their congrarulations and
support. Included were Charleston
Mayor Wayne Lanman, who
thanked the Panthers for helping
put the city on the may wi1h the
tournament berth. Sen. Babe
Woodyard and Eastern alumni
Rep. Mike Weaver and Gov. Jim
Edgar.

"In Celebration of
Woman's Awareness
Month"

:

•CoACH EDDY'

during the homecoming and Williams said this is a
great moment in the history of Eastern sports.
"We got a great rurnout." said Williams. who was
dancing to the beat of Hammer's "'Two Legit" song.
"The fans were very enthusiastic and I think the
tournament looks bright. and I think there are a lot
of teams in the tournament that we can beat."
One group which is almost as happy as the bas
ketball team is the Eastern cheer team. They appear
at every Eascem home game and most of their away
contests. The team was not able to attend the Mid
Continent Conference Tournament. but Jenny Ward.
cheerleader, said they are enjoying the teams suc
cess.
"We're so happy," Ward said. "We were glad to
see a lot of fans show their enthusiasm. It makes us
feel good because we feel that we are a part of the
team too."

'" n
i che NCAA Tournament. Where the hell
schools."
ber of Charleston residents showed up co
their favorite team. But some were not so
sed by the low turnout at Lantz Gym.
residents Tom and Betty Elliott said they
y 10 be there but expected a lot more fans
up.
grea1 (the welcome home ceremony)," said
's. "It's the first t
ime we're going to the
Tournament. but I think we should have had
people. I don't think they know how to be

-proclaimed basketball
Samuels said that he loves
of year. "but will love it
this year."
Samuels said the Panthers
tly on their own during
m. they did feel some
fins from back home with

Il

MEN1S - WOMEN'S - BOYS
Spring & Summer

SWIMSUITS & ACTIVE WEAR

50°/o
off

�
Eru · �

50°/o
off

CREWNECK SWEATSHIRTS

erts
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Fans wel come home Panther
Basketball team
returns to Lantz
for big reception
By KEN RYAN

Associate sports editor

Lantz Gym wa.., rocking like
never before Wednesda) after
noon, as

1,500 screaming

Panther fans welcomed home
the Eastern basketball learn
from Cleveland. where they
won

the

Mid-Continent

Conference Postseason Tour
nament and received an auto
matic bid to the NCAA Tour
nament.
Eastern 's Fast Break Band
performed during the ceremo
n) and the cheerleaders and
Pink Panthers also entertained
the fans with !heir cheering.
The crowd's reaction was
very enthusiastic for the most
part and i t "hov.ed a lot o f
bacl-.ing for !he team, who will
be making a trip to the NCAA
Tournament for the first time
n
i the school's 84 year basket
ball history.
Two Eastern lllinois stu
denis said lhey are savoring the
moment. bec.:ause who knows
when the next Lime something
as big as this 'Ai l l happen
again.

"I probably won't see a team
go to the tournament again
while I"m here," said Chad
Neil. a 20-year-old industrial
technology major. 'Tm going
to enjoy it while I can."
John Perez. a 22-year-old
marl-.eting maJor. said he is
tired of other schools knocl-.ing
our athletic programs and is
glad we no'A have a team to
root for.

"I'm so tired of people say

ing Eastern is a dinky school,"
Pe1et. said. "Look where we're
•

Co111i1111ed on page

II

CARL WALK/Senior phot
Eastern head basketball coach Rick Samuels speaks to a crowd ofabout 1.500 Wednesday afternoon at Lant: Gym Tilefans cheered 011 tht
which just rewmedfrom C/e1·e/and. where they wo11 the Mid-Co111i11e11t Conference Tourname11f a11d 011 automatic bid to the NCAA.

Samuels : We were the best

in

Clevelan

one of the eight regional tournament

By DON O'BRIEN
Sports editor
When Eastern President Stan Rives intro
duced the Ea'>tem Panther men ·s basketball
team at a rally celebrating the school's first

•

M i d- C o n t i n e n t T o u rn a 
ment bits and pieces. See
notebook, page 1 0

ever bid to the Division I NCAA tournament
on Wednesday. the heroe!> of the Mid
Contment Conference were given a hero's
welcome by a crowd of 1,500 at Lantz G)m
with a three minute standing ovation.
The Panthers. who defeated Illinois
Chicago IB-66 m the title game on Tuesday.

no\\. must wait until Sunday to find ou1 their

their opening-round game will be he
Panthers will hold a seedings party

p.m. Sunday in the Grand Ballroom
Manm Luther King Jr. Uni\'ersit) Uni

Prior to the celebration Wednesday at

fire
around the c
Charleston. But when the> finally gOl

Gym, the Panthers were given a
NCAA toumame;t fate. The NCAA selection
commmee w i l l meet i n prh ate session
throughout the weekend in trying to seed the

64 teams that comprise rhe tournament fteld.

Eastern, which carries an overall record of
1 7 - 1 3 mto the tourney. wlll find out at 5 p.m.

Sunday who its competition 1s and at which

ment-escorted trip

Lantz, 1he placed rocked as loud as it
year long.
The crowd's loudest response ca
Ea�lt:111 head c.:oach Rick Samuels �le

§ Continued 011 pa>:e 11

Sports writers' views of the M id-Conti nent Tou rn
The role of a

being able

institutton.

As far as the press goes, i t

Valuable Player and Da

journalist is to be unbiased in his

to express

it would be

was J U S t n i c e to c h a t w i t h

was also a member of the

coverage of events. This past

true
our
feelings.
We sat

a safe bet

reporters from t h e Chicago
Tribune and exchange stones

Johnson was left out.

CLEVELAKD

weekend it was hard for the two of
us to do that. extremely hard. But

that the fir.t.
sports story
and proba

with Tim Brando of ESPN. AH

Tony Bennett was

�e

his name alone and m

the tournament, started to show

some sympathy votes. s'
tern ousted the Phoe

an interest in Charleston.

Bennen did not shoot

we did keep up our ethical obliga
tion to our profession. We did our

there

job as though we were profession

kicking

bly many
more
we

als. not as a pair of college students

each othe1

will cover

The) \\ere a'>l-.tng us what the

covering their school.

and wipmg

won't even

population of the city was, what

h i s team only won one

come close

the fan support was like at

over a WEAK Weste

to

some

Eastern home games. (of course

team.

thing of this

we told chem the attendance was

magnitude.

about 10.000 fans a game! doubt) and ''here Charleston

During the season it was easy

on

press rov.

off

ou1

for us to not matter one way or the

s w e a t )'

other on the outcome of a Panther

palms

basketball game. because we know
there is always another game after

that. This past weekend was differ
ent though. If Eastern would have
lost it would have been the end.
This was the final chapter in the
careers of the five Eastern seniors
and the last chance for the two of
us to experience the thrill of cover
ing an NCAA Tournament team.

a�

Don

O'Brien

-------•

Ken

Ryan

Eastern
first held-off Wright State, then the
tournament favorite Phoenix of

than covering the ·'miracle"

Wisconsin-Green Bay and finally

Panthers include the beautiful

the Flames of Illinois-Chicago.
We wanted so badly just to jump

Convocation Center. It

Some of the highlights other

$55.5 million Cleveland State

ic;

con

of the media, after Eastern won

was located.
The victory by the Panthers

ended after the fifth

ga

year, put on the unifonn
time and play at least a

the map.

onds.

sidered by many as one of the

Although most of our experi

best collegiate facilities in the

ences were pleasant ones, there

and watched histOI) unfold in front

country and we are certainly not

were a couple of things we

of us.

ones to argue with that.

would have liked to see happen

fans sat in comfort with the

One thing both of us

would have liked to set
Rod McKinn1s, who�

may Just put th1!> little town on

up and yell, "go EIU," but we each
bit our tongues, sat on our hands

Remember now, we are talking

The experience we went through

as two fans, not as journalists for

over the past three days is some

ater-1 ike chairs and didn't even

For one. Barry Johnson was

the time being. We had a hard

thing that most collegiate Journal

need to leave their seats to get any

robbed of not being named to the

enough time not gening excited

ists could only dream about. When

of the concessions as they had ven

throughout the tournament and not

and if we ever get out of this great

dors all over the arena.

The

than 42 percent from the

that didn't occur.

All-Tournament team. Steve Rowe

was named the tournament's Most

Well enough of being

have business to take care
we h i t tbe road to c

Panthers in the NC

nament, where ever that
Don

O'Brie11 and Ken

sports editors for Th
Eastern News.

